Abstract: This paper deals with diagnosis, whose objective is to observe a plant and detect any behavior which does not conform to a specification. We study the diagnosis of real-time discrete event systems (RTDES) where the plant and the specification are modeled by timed automata (TA). Our diagnosis method is based on expressing the real-time diagnosis problem into a non-real-time form, using a transformation of TA into finite state automata where the passing of time is represented by two types of events: Set and Exp events that correspond to activation and expiring of clocks, respectively. We develop a diagnosis procedure that checks diagnosability and synthesizes a diagnoser. An advantage of the proposed procedure is that it reduces the state explosion problem in comparison with other methods.
INTRODUCTION
The diagnosis of discrete event system (DES) aims at detecting faulty behaviors in a plant modeled as a DES (Zad et al. [2003] , Yoo and Lafortune [2002] , Jiang et al. [2001] , Sampath et al. [1995] ). We consider real-time DES (RT-DES), that is, DES whose behavior satisfies timing constraints. Diagnosis has been studied for RTDES modeled using a discrete time (Biswas et al. [2007] , Zad et al. [2005] ) or a dense time (Jiang and Kumar [2006] , Bouyer et al. [2005] , Tripakis [2002] ). We have opted for timed automata (TA) based on a dense time (Alur and Dill [1994] ). We develop a diagnosis approach where the real-time diagnosis problem is reformulated into a non-real-time form, using a transformation of TA into finite state automata (FSA). The transformation is called SetExp and presented in detail in Khoumsi and Ouédraogo [2005] . We develop a procedure based on SetExp that checks diagnosability and synthesizes a diagnoser. SetExp has also been applied in supervisory control of RTDES (Khoumsi [2005] ).
Compared to other diagnosis methods for RTDES (Biswas et al. [2007] , Zad et al. [2005] , Jiang and Kumar [2006] , Bouyer et al. [2005] , Tripakis [2002] ), our method reduces significantly the state space explosion induced by the magnitude of constants used in timing constraints.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model of TA. In Section 3, we define the diagnosis problem under the model of TA. Section 4 presents the transformation SetExp. In Section 5, we develop a method, based on SetExp, for checking diagnosability and synthesizing a diagnoser. And Section 6 concludes the paper.
TIMED AUTOMATA (TA)
Timed automata (TA) (Alur and Dill [1994] ) are used to model the plant and its non-faulty behavior. In the sequel, 2 X is the set of subsets of a set X, N (resp. R) is the set of nonnegative integer (resp. real) numbers.
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Basics of TA Definition 2.1. A clock is a variable that takes values in R;
it can be reset (to 0) and, between two resets, its derivative w.r.t time is = 1. Let C be a finite set of clocks. Definition 2.2. A clock constraint is a formula "x i ∼ k", where x i is a clock, ∼∈ {<, >, ≤, ≥, =} and k ∈ N. Let Φ C be the set of clock constraints using clocks of C. The constant true is a particular clock constraint of Φ C . Definition 2.3. A TA is syntactically defined by (L, Σ, C, T , I, l 0 ) where : L is a finite set of locations, l 0 is the initial location, Σ is a finite set of events (alphabet), and C is a finite set of clocks.
According to Def. 2.3, a transition of A is defined by T = q; σ; r; G; Z , where: q, r ∈ L are the origin and destination locations of T , σ ∈ Σ is the event of T , G ⊂ Φ C is called guard of T , and Z ⊆ C is called reset of T . We say that a guard or an invariant is satisfied when all its clock constraints evaluate to true, otherwise it is unsatisfied. An empty guard or invariant means the constant true.
The semantics of a TA A = (L, Σ, C, T , I, l 0 ) is: at time τ 0 = 0, A is at the initial location l 0 and all clocks evaluate to 0. When q is the current location, a transition T = q; σ; r; G; Z is enabled when G is satisfied, otherwise, T is disabled. From q, the event σ can be executed only when T is enabled, and after the execution of σ, location r is reached and all clocks in Z are reset. During an execution of a TA, the invariant of the current location is always satisfied. That is, a location is necessarily left (by an event occurrence) before its invariant becomes unsatisfied.
Consider the example of TA of Fig. 1 . Each node is a location with its invariant, if any. Each arrow linking q to r and labeled σ; G; Z is a transition q; σ; r; G; Z . An empty G, Z or invariant is represented by −. In a location, each transition can be (but is not necessarily) executed when it is enabled. Initially, the TA is in L 0 and can at any time execute the event a. The execution of a is simultaneous with the reset of x and leads to L 1 , in which c is always enabled and b is enabled as long as x < 3. The invariant x < 5 of L 1 requires that L 1 be left (by executing c or b) before x = 5. The execution of b from L 1 resets x and leads to L 0 . The execution of c from L 1 leads to L 2 , from which b is enabled when x ≥ 3. The invariant x < 5 of L 2 requires that L 2 be left (by executing b) before x = 5. The execution of b from L 2 resets x and leads to L 0 . In order to define more formally the semantics of TA, we define in the next subsections the notions of valuation of clocks, timed trace and timed language,
Clock Valuation
A valuation on a set of clocks C is a function v which assigns a value of R to each clock x ∈ C. Given δ ∈ R and a valuation v, v+δ denotes the valuation v such that
for every x ∈ Z, and v (x)=v(x) for every x ∈C\Z. v 0 denotes the null valuation, i.e., v 0 (x) = 0 for every x ∈ C. Given a valuation v and the invariant I of a location :
• I is said satisfied by
Timed Traces of TA, and their concatenation
A timed trace over an alphabet Σ is a finite sequence λ = τ 1 σ 1 · · · τ n σ n τ n+1 , where each τ i (i = 1, · · · , n + 1) is a delay of R and each σ i (i = 1, · · · , n) is an event of Σ. An empty timed trace consists of a single delay τ 1 and no event. |events(λ)| denotes the number n of events in λ and time(λ) is the sum
, |events(λ)| = 3 and time(λ) = 6. It means : a occurs at time 2; b occurs at time 3, because the delay 1 separates a and b; a occurs (a second time) at time 3, immediately after b, because the delay 0 separates b and a; no event occurs during a delay 3 after a.
where γ is the delay τ n+1 +τ 1 . For example, if λ = 2 a 4 b 1 and μ = 2 c 1 b 2, we obtain λμ = 2 a 4 b 3 c 1 b 2.
Acceptance of Timed Trace, Timed Language
Consider a TA A = (L, Σ, C, T , I, l 0 ). An empty timed trace τ 1 is accepted by A if the invariant I l0 is satisfied by [v 0 ; v 0 +τ 1 ]. A nonempty timed trace τ 1 σ 1 · · · τ n σ n τ n+1 is accepted by A if there exists a sequence of n consecutive transitions l 0 ; σ 1 ; l 1 ; G 1 ; Z 1 , · · · , l n−1 ; σ n ; l n ; G n ; Z n of A that starts in l 0 and respects the following conditions, where
Definition 2.4. The timed language of a TA A, noted TL(A), is the set of all timed traces accepted by A.
Projection of timed trace, of timed language
Let Σ be the alphabet of a TA, which is partitioned into Σ o and Σ uo , the sets of observable and unobservable events, respectively. Let λ be a timed trace over Σ. The projection of λ, noted M (λ), is obtained from λ by removing the events of Σ uo and then by replacing consecutive delays by their sums. For example, if Σ o = {a, c}, Σ uo = {b} and λ = 2 a 1 b 3 c 1 b 2, then M (λ) = 2 a 4 c 3. The projection of a timed language K is naturally:
Hypotheses
Hypothesis 2.1. TA are deterministic, that is, if two transitions execute the same event from the same location and can be enabled at the same time, then they lead to the same location and reset the same clocks. Hypothesis 2.2. There is no unobservable reset, i.e., no clock is reset with the occurrence of an unobservable event. Hypothesis 2.3. The transitions that have the same event also have the same reset.
Hyp. 2.1 is also used in Bouyer et al. [2005] . Hyp. 2.2 is not a restriction when the TA has no cycle with unobservable resets, because in this case the TA can be modified so that Hyp. 2.2 holds (Bérard et al. [1998] ). Hyp. 2.3 will be justified later in Subsect. 5.4. The class of TA respecting Hyp. 2.3 subsumes the ERA but is subsumed by the DTA studied in Bouyer et al. [2005] .
DIAGNOSIS UNDER THE MODEL OF TA

Preliminaries
Consider a plant and a specification modeled by two TA P and S. A timed trace accepted by P is said healthy (resp. faulty) if it is accepted (resp. not accepted) by S. We consider the following timed languages:
Without loss of generality, we assume that S ⊆ P . S (resp. F ) contains the healthy (resp. faulty) timed traces of the plant. F Δ contains the faulty timed traces such that after the execution of λ ∈ F Δ , the system was already faulty at least Δ time units ago. We consider the following 2-point property, which guarantees the satisfaction of invariants: Property 1. 1) The invariant of the initial location is satisfied at time 0; and 2) when the invariant of the current location is about to become unsatisfied with elapse of time, a transition must be enabled and the invariant of its destination location must be satisfied. Formally, for a TA A: 1) I l0 is satisfied by v 0 ; 2) ∀λ ∈ TL(A), let and v be the location and the clock valuation after λ:
• If ∃τ > 0 such that I is unsatisfied by (v + τ ) + and satisfied by [v; v + τ ]; Then ∃e ∈ Σ such that λτ e ∈ TL(A).
• If ∃τ > 0 such that I is unsatisfied by (v + τ ) and satisfied by [v; v + τ [; Then ∃e ∈ Σ, ∃δ < τ such that λαe ∈ TL(A) for every α where δ ≤ α < τ.
Property 1 must be (and is assumed) satisfied by the TA P, because P models a real system. Otherwise, P is considered as an incorrect model. When Property 1 is not satisfied, it is possible to transform the TA P so that the property holds. Let us explain why it is not required that Property 1 be satisfied by S. Consider a timed trace λ ∈ S ⊆ P that leads to the locations P and S , of P and S respectively. Consider a time passing δ that follows λ. If after the execution of λδ, I P (in P) is satisfied but I S (in S) is not satisfied, then λδ is considered faulty, i.e., λδ ∈ F .
Diagnosis Objectives Under the Model of TA
Let us call "fault" any "execution of a faulty timed trace". Diagnosis of P w.r.t. S aims at detecting (and announcing) faults. As in the diagnosis of DES (Zad et al. [2003] , Yoo and Lafortune [2002] , Jiang et al. [2001] , Sampath et al. [1995] ), we target the following two objectives:
• No missed detection: every fault is announced in a bounded delay after its occurrence.
• No false detection: a fault is not announced if it
has not occurred.
The task of the diagnoser is to observe continuously the plant and issue the diagnosis 1 (resp. 0) when a fault (resp. no fault) is detected. Recall that the alphabet Σ is partitioned into Σ o and Σ uo , the sets of observable and unobservable events, respectively. We consider that the diagnoser detects only the events of Σ o . The diagnoser can thus be formally defined by a function:
Intuitively, after the execution of λ ∈ P , the diagnoser has observed M (λ) and issues the diagnosis D TA (M (λ)). Let us see how the two objectives "No missed detection" and "No false detection" can be formally defined.
The "No missed detection" objective is that every fault be announced after a bounded delay. More precisely, there must exist a bound Δ such that every fault is announced at most Δ time units after its occurrence. Formally:
The "No false detection" objective is that a fault is not announced if it has not occurred. Formally:
Existence of Solution Under the Model of TA
From Eqs. (1,2), we see that M (F Δ ) and M (S) must be distinguished, because their timed traces necessitate distinct diagnoses (0, 1). Formally:
We thus have the following definition and theorem: Definition 3.1. Given two TA P and S, the pair (S, P) is called TA-diagnosable if condition (3) is satisfied. Theorem 1. There exist functions D TA that satisfy Eqs.
(1,2) iff (S, P) is TA-diagnosable.
Here is one of the functions D TA mentioned in Theor. 1:
We can now define formally our diagnosis problem:
Problem Formulation 1. To check if (S, P) is TA-diagnosable (i.e., condition (3) satisfied), and if yes, to construct the function D TA defined by Eq. (4).
In Section 4 we propose a transformation of TA which will be used in Section 5 to solve the diagnosis problem.
4. TRANSFORMATION SETEXP: FROM TA TO SEA Our approach to check diagnosability and compute the diagnoser, is based on transforming the diagnosis problem into a non-real-time form. For that purpose, we use a procedure called SetExp that transforms a TA into a particular FSA called SEA (for Set-Exp-Automaton). This section introduces SetExp and SEA. For more details, see Khoumsi and Ouédraogo [2005] .
Let A be a TA and B = SetExp(A) its corresponding SEA.
A and B describe the same order and timing constraints on events. B is obtained from A by adding to its structure two additional types of events called Set and Exp. These events capture the timing constraints of the TA and have the following meaning, for a clock x ∈ C and k ∈ N:
• An event Set(x; k ) means that x is reset (i.e., set to zero) and programmed so that it will expire when its value is equal to k. And Set(
means that x is reset and programmed so that it will expire several times, when its value is equal to k 1 , · · · , k p , respectively. And Set(x) means that x is reset but no expiring is programmed.
• An event Exp(x; k ) corresponds to the expiring of x when its value is equal to k.
Note that Set(x; k ) is followed, after a delay k, by its corresponding Exp(x; k ), and Set(
For example, consider the sequence "ab" such that the delay between the events a and b is ≤ 3. In a TA, this specification is expressed by using two consecutive transitions T a and T b which represent the occurrences of a and b respectively, and such that T a resets a clock x and T b has the guard x ≤ 3. SetExp represents this specification by the two sequences: " aSet(x ; 3 ) ·b·Exp(x ; 3 )", " aSet(x ; 3 ) · Exp(x ; 3 )b " where aSet(x ; 3 ) corresponds to the simultaneous occurrences of a and Set(x ; 3 ), and Exp(x ; 3 )b corresponds to the simultaneous occurrences of b and Exp(x ; 3 ). Both sequences mean that at the occurrence of a, the clock x is reset and programmed so that it expires after 3 time units. In the first (resp. second) sequence, it is specified that b occurs before (resp. simultaneously to) the programmed expiring. Note that we have uniquely the first (resp. second) sequence if the timing constraint were x < 3 (resp. x = 3).
For a TA A over the alphabet Σ, an event of the SEA B = SetExp(A) can be of one of the following three types, where σ ∈ Σ, E is a set of Exp events and S is a set (possibly empty) of Set events:
• Type 1: E, which means the simultaneous occurrences of all the Exp events of E. • Type 2: σS, which means the simultaneous occurrences of σ ∈ Σ and all the Set events of S. When S is empty, it simply means the occurrence of σ.
• Type 3: EσS, which means the simultaneous occurrences of E (Type 1) and σS (Type 2).
The alphabet of the SEA B is noted Γ.
In the above example, Exp(x ; 3 ) is of type 1, aSet(x ; 3 ) and b are of type 2, and Exp(x ; 3 )b is of type 3.
An invariant I of a location of a TA may require to force an event to leave before I becomes unsatisfied. In a SEA, this consists in forcing an event a before or simultaneously to an Exp event. In this case, we say that the Exp event is preempted by a. More generally, in a SEA, Exp-preemption can be applied to transitions of types 1 and 3 since they contain Exp-events. We denote by PreemptExp(q) the set of Exp-events that are preempted in a state q.
For example, if we apply SetExp to the TA of Fig. 1 we obtain the SEA of Figure 2 . For each state (identified by 1, . . . , 5), we have indicated the corresponding location and the timing constraint which is satisfied. For respecting the invariant x < 5 of L 1 , Exp(x ; 5 ) is preempted in state 4 by c. And for respecting the invariant x < 5 of L 2 , Exp(x ; 5 ) is preempted in state 5 by bSet(x ) . Preempted expirations are indicated between [ and ] .
Recall that a SEA is a FSA, and thus the acceptance of an event sequence by a SEA is defined in the usual way.
Definition 4.1. The language L(B) of a SEA B is the set of event sequences accepted by B. The marked language L m (B) is the subset of L(B) that leads to states without outgoing Exp-transition (type 1 or 3) nor Exp-preemption.
The intuition of marked language is that the SEA B may stop its execution after the execution of λ ∈ L m (B).
We define the projection of a SEA B on Σ o , noted M (B), which hides the unobservable events (i.e., Σ uo ). , SetExp reduces significantly the state explosion due to the magnitude of constants used in timing constraints. In particular, contrary to tickbased or region-based transformations, we multiply by a value p all the constants in timing constraints of a TA A, then we just have to multiply by p all the constants in Set and Exp events of the SEA B = SetExp(A); nothing more. This reduction of state explosion is due to the fact that in B = SetExp(A), the only time instants that are represented by events, are those when a timing constraint of the TA A becomes satisfied or unsatisfied.
DIAGNOSIS USING SETEXP
SEA Modeling the Plant and the Specification
The Problem formulated at the end of Section 3 will be transformed into a non-real-time form in order to solve it.
The diagnoser will not be computed on the TAs P and S modeling the plant and the specification, but on a SEA PS SEA . The latter is computed in two steps from P and S. We will illustrate the two steps by the example of Step One: P and S are combined into a single TA PS by using a so-called asymmetric product, which we note PS = P ⊗ S. Intuitively, PS accepts the same timed language as P, with the particularity that its locations are distinguished in two categories: the healthy locations are reached by the timed traces of P that respect the order and guard constraints of S, and the faulty locations are reached by the timed traces not respecting order or guard constraints of S. The invariants of S are not taken into account for computing PS (they will be taken into account in Step 2). For lack of space, we do not give a formal definition of the asymmetric product. Fig. 4 shows the result of Step 1 for our example. The healthy and faulty locations are indicated by h and f , respectively. In each healthy location, we have indicated the corresponding locations and invariants of P and S. In each faulty location, we have indicated the corresponding location and invariant of P. Step Two: We compute the SEA PS SEA = SetExp(PS), but in applying only the Exp-preemptions needed to satisfy the invariants of P. The Exp-preemptions needed to satisfy the invariants of S are not applied. Besides, the states of PS SEA are distinguished in two categories: the faulty states and the healthy states. A faulty state corresponds either to a faulty location of PS, or to a healthy location where the corresponding invariant of S is not satisfied. A healthy state corresponds to a healthy location where the corresponding invariant of S is satisfied. Intuitively, healthy (resp. faulty) states correspond to states of P reachable (resp. not reachable) by S. A state q of PS SEA is called marked state if it has not an Exp-preemption nor an outgoing Exp-transition (transition of type 1 or 3). Intuitively, we can remain forever in a marked state. Fig. 5 shows the result of Step 2 for our example. The healthy, faulty and marked states are indicated by h, f and m, resp. In each state, we have indicated the corresponding location of PS and a timing constraint that holds, if any. State (L1-K1; 3 < x < 5) is faulty although it corresponds to a healthy location of PS, because it does not respect the invariant "x < 3" of location K1 in S. The other faulty states correspond to faulty locations of PS. For the clarity of the figure, some states are duplicated in two nodes: the two nodes indicated by A correspond to the same state, and the same thing for the nodes indicated by B. 
Diagnosis Architecture
We propose the diagnosis architecture of Fig. 6 , which illustrates the link between the diagnoser and the plant. This architecture comprises the plant and the diagnoser, the latter being composed of DiagSEA and a ClockHandler (CH):
• CH observes the events of Σ o and generates Set and Exp events. When CH observes an event σ ∈ Σ o , it generates the Set events which are associated to σ in PS SEA . A Set event corresponds to an activation (reset and programming) of a clock. An Exp event corresponds to the expiring of a clock previously activated.
• DiagSEA observes the Set and Exp events of CH and the observable events (Σ o ) of the plant. From these observations, DiagSEA issues a diagnosis ∈ {0, 1} on whether the plant has executed a faulty behavior. Note that DiagSEA deals with timing constraints via its interaction with CH.
Since Set events are associated to events observed by CH, the proposed architecture requires that in the SEA PS SEA , Set events are associated uniquely to observable events (of Σ o ). This corresponds to Hyp. 2.2. 
Diagnosis Problem Formulated in the SEA Framework
With the above diagnosis architecture, the diagnosis problem is reformulated as follows:
(1) The system (P;CHto be diagnosed consists of the plant and CH and is modeled by the SEA PS SEA . (2) The specification representing the non-faulty behavior is defined by the SEA S SEA which corresponds to PS SEA without its faulty states. (3) The objective is to compute the model of DiagSEA that will determine whether (P;CH) conforms to S SEA .
With this reformulation, we have transformed a realtime diagnosis problem into a non-real-time form. Indeed, (P;CH) can be seen as a non-real-time DES, because its behavior is defined by event sequences of P and CH. The Set and Exp events are used to express the timing constraints in the form of event sequences. Another advantage is that we provide a practical diagnosis architecture.
Consider the following languages of SEA:
P contains the sequences accepted by PS SEA , while P m contains the sequences after which PS SEA may stop its execution. S (resp. F) contains the healthy (resp. faulty) sequences of P. F m contains the faulty sequences after which PS SEA may stop its execution, while F um contains the faulty sequences after which PS SEA will necessarily execute an event in a bounded delay. F [k] is the set of sequences of F um that were already in F um k events ago.
For defining SEA-diagnosability, we use the projection of event sequence and of language of SEA (denoted M , like for TA), which consists in erasing the events of Σ uo . Definition 5.1. Given the two SEA PS SEA and S SEA , the pair (S SEA , PS SEA ) is called SEA-diagnosable if the following two equations are satisfied:
Equation (5) (resp. Eq. (6)) means that after projection in Σ o , the healthy states (i.e., states of S) remain distinguishable from the faulty states reached by F m (resp.
F[k]).
We now consider the following diagnosis function D SEA :
We have the following important propositions: 
Diagnosis Procedure
Based on the results of the previous subsections, we propose a five-step diagnosis procedure that checks SEAdiagnosability and constructs the function D SEA . We illustrate our procedure by the example of Fig. 3 .
Steps One and Two: They are the two steps of Subsection 5.1, which compute the TA PS and the SEA PS SEA , respectively. For the example of Fig. 3 , the results of Step 1 and 2 are shown on Figures 4 and 5. In Fig. 5 , the healthy, faulty and marked states are indicated by h, f , m.
Step Figure 7 shows the result of Step 3 for our example, where only c is assumed unobservable. The healthy, faulty, marked and ambiguous states are indicated by h, f , m, a.
We assume Hyp. 2.3 which guarantees that after the projection, no state has several outgoing transitions with the same event but distinct clock resets. Otherwise, CH cannot decide which clocks to reset when the event occurs. Step Four:
We check SEA-diagnosability, that is, Eqs. (5,6). Eq. (5) requires that PS SEAo has no ambiguous marked state. Eq. (6) requires that PS SEAo has no cycle of ambiguous unmarked states. Intuitively, SEAdiagnosability ensures that ambiguous situations are temporary.
In PS SEAo of Fig. 7 : Eq. (5) is satisfied because there is no ambiguous marked state, and Eq. (6) is satisfied because there is no cycle of ambiguous states. Our example is therefore SEA-diagnosable. Note that the ambiguous state is temporary, because it is left by the Exp(x ; 3 ) event.
Step Five: Assuming SEA-diagnosability, we compute the diagnoser DiagSEA, which is an observer of (P,CH) that issues a diagnosis verdict according to its observation. It can be formally defined by PS SEAo computed in
Step 3 and by the function D SEA which associates the diagnosis 1 to faulty states of PS SEAo and the diagnosis 0 to healthy and ambiguous states of PS SEAo . SEAdiagnosability guarantees that: when the (P,CH) becomes faulty a diagnosis 1 is issued after a bounded delay, and the diagnosis 0 is issued while no fault has occurred.
Since our example is SEA-diagnosable, we compute the diagnoser, which issues the diagnosis 1 (resp. 0) when it has observed a sequence that leads to a faulty (resp. healthy or ambiguous) state of PS SEAo of Fig. 7 .
By the use of SetExp, our diagnosis procedure reduces significantly the state explosion problem induced by the magnitude of constants used in timing constraints. This reduction is due to the fact that the only time instants that are represented by events, are those when a timing constraint of the plant or the specification becomes satisfied or unsatisfied.
CONCLUSION
We provide a diagnosis method for real-time discrete event systems (RTDES) modeled by timed automata (TA). The method is based on expressing the real-time diagnosis problem into a non-real-time form, using a transformation of TA into finite state automata, where the passing of time is represented by two types of events: Set and Exp events that correspond to activations and expiring of clocks, respectively. We develop a procedure that checks diagnosability and synthesizes a diagnoser. Compared to other diagnosis methods of RTDES (Biswas et al. [2007] , Zad et al. [2005] , Jiang and Kumar [2006] , Bouyer et al. [2005] , Tripakis [2002] ), our method reduces significantly the state explosion induced by the magnitude of constants used in timing constraints.
